Hair Cutting Step
Eventually, you will extremely discover a additional experience and deed by spending more cash. yet
when? do you say yes that you require to acquire those all needs later than having significantly cash?
Why dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to
comprehend even more vis--vis the globe, experience, some places, like history, amusement, and a lot
more?
It is your certainly own times to acquit yourself reviewing habit. in the course of guides you could enjoy
now is hair cutting step below.

Cutting Your Family's Hair Gloria Handel 2002 Shows how to save time and money by giving haircuts at
home, offering step-by-step illustrated instructions, a list of beginner's tools and supplies, a guide to
choosing the right hairstyle, and tips on blow-drying.
Home Haircutting Home Library 1986-06
Haircutting For Dummies Jeryl E. Spear 2022-01-19 Your short cut to stylish home hairdressing Ever
wondered if you could hack it at cutting your friends' and family's hair, or could even make it as a fullblown stylist? If you've got a little creative spark—a love of crafting or painting or a talent for home
makeovers—and an obsessive yen to redo the dos you see around you, it's more than likely you can
make the cut. The new edition of Haircutting For Dummies shows you how to draw out your inner artist
and bring your ideas to glorious life on the heads of your nearest and dearest—and will help shave
dollars off your beauty budget into the bargain! In a free-spirited, chatty style, master stylist and social
media corporate beauty consultant Jeryl E. Spear sits you down for a comprehensive snip-and-tell
overview of how to reproduce the latest short, medium, and long hairstyles, as well as fancying things
up with cutting-edge techniques like slicing, notching, and layering. Jeryl also provides a drawerful of
tips on the tools you'll need to get started. Get a grip on men's and women's styles Set up shop at home
Choose your tools and keep them sharp Take the first steps to embracing a beauty career Packed with
detailed illustrations and model shots to guide your work, this book has everything you need to begin
the creative work of making everyone you know—and the world—a smarter, more beautiful place!
Step-by-Step Hairstyles Nicky Pope 2011 A guide to creating salon-quality hairstyles offers step-bystep instructions for everything from simple styles to braiding, curling, and elegant up-dos.
How to Create the Perfect Cut, Shape, Color, and Perm for Any Hair Type Cosmo Easterly 2009
Cutting hair is rife with inspiration and style but has room for critique. Understanding how to read and
work with hair is something many stylists work toward their entire lives. Cosmo Easterly, master stylist
and the author of this book, brings his expertise to you in this complete guide to understanding hair.
Designed to guide even the most untrained hair stylists through the rigors of the industry, you will learn
everything you need to know to transform yourself from just another stylist into one with returning
customers. This book features tips on hair styling methods and outlines the required resources you need
to be a successful hair stylist. You will learn all the necessary aspects of the hair styling profession,
starting with the most essential: the mindset every stylist needs when cutting and styling hair. You will
learn the essence of creativity in reading, cutting, forming, coloring, and texturing hair. You will also
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learn how to talk with your clients and learn what they want, how they react to you, and what you can
expect when cutting their hair. Presented by Cosmo Easterly, a premier name in hair styling, this guide
will teach you everything imaginable about the industry before jumping into the key components of
cutting, shaping, coloring, and perming. You will learn about balance points, symmetry, lotions, tension
wrapping, and the particular needs of fine, medium, and coarse hair. For every potential and soon-to-be
hair stylist, Cosmo Easterly's complete guide to understanding and styling hair is a stepping stone into
the industry. Atlantic Publishing is a small, independent publishing company based in Ocala, Florida.
Founded over twenty years ago in the company president's garage, Atlantic Publishing has grown to
become a renowned resource for non-fiction books. Today, over 450 titles are in print covering subjects
such as small business, healthy living, management, finance, careers, and real estate. Atlantic
Publishing prides itself on producing award winning, high-quality manuals that give readers up-to-date,
pertinent information, real-world examples, and case studies with expert advice. Every book has
resources, contact information, and web sites of the products or companies discussed.
Cut Your Hair at Home: The Ultimate Guide to Haircutting for Beginners, Learn Styling Methods and
Tools Used by Professional, Plus Proven Tip Mark Mallett 2020-12-30
How to Cut Hair at Home Thomas Anderson 2021-10-26 This book gives you an easy step-by-step
method to cut your hair like a professional. Don't be scared! Cutting your hair is actually not very
difficult when you have simple instructions to follow. This easy step-by-step guide will show you exactly
how to cut your own hair at home, or how to cut a friend's hair - even if you've never done it before!
There is no reason you can't give yourself a great haircut at home today! Grab this book, follow the
step-by-step instructions, and enjoy your new style!
The Inside Haircutting System Tony Trono 2002-07
Cutting Hair at Home Patricia Bozic 1986 Discusses the basic techniques of hair care, describes the
tools and techniques of hair cutting, and answers questions about permanents and hair coloring
Hair Cutting Guide for Beginners Onyx Jake 2021-01-31 This book is specially designed to guide you
in the practice of barbering or hair cutting. Follow the detailed instructions provided and take
advantage of illustrations in it. There are also many things for those who are already experts in the
field. Click the BUY NOW button to get detailed information in the following areas..... Haircutting Tools
And Their Uses Styling Thinning Hair Managing A Receding Hairline How To Cut Hair Straight Cut
Your Hair Cutting The Hair Of Another Person How Women Can Cut Their Hair Short Haircut Men's
Styles Trimming Bangs -Fringe How To Make Undercut Hair For Women Section And Part Your Hair
Cutting And Shaving The Hair How To Cut A Princess Diana Haircut Cut And Angle Flip Hair Create
Bangs And Style The Cut Care For Clipper Cutting Young Children's Hair Guides To Using Hair Clippers
Cleaning Up The Edges Home Remedies For Dry Scalp
Haircutting Basics Martha G. Fernandez 2010 Haircutting Basics, a must book for every apprentice,
teacher, and salon owner. The book provides an easy technique to cut men's hair, layers, and bob and
wedge haircuts. Teaches how to cut faster, how to analyze the hair, how to use angles and guides to cut
hair with precision, how to cut men's hair, and the beard and mustache with the clippers, plus much
more.
Milady's Standard Cosmetology Textbook 2008 Pkg Arlene Alpert 2008-01-01
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Scissors and Comb Haircutting Bob Ohnstad 2012-10-10 First published in 1985, this revised edition
of the haircutting classic guides learners to excellent, precision-cut results. It teaches four basic
haircuts—with variations—that have been popular for decades and features extensive photos from
several angles, including from the barber’s point of view. In addition to the detailed, step-by-step
lessons for each hairstyle, the guide also contains information on necessary tools; safe, efficient tool
handling and manipulation; proper hand and finger placement; and children's haircuts.
How to Cut Your Own Hair (Or Anyone Else's!) Claudia Allin 2008-08-01 Save money and create
flattering haircuts for yourself, your family, or your friends with this easy-to-follow guide filled with
styling tips and techniques and packaged to stand conveniently on the counter as you snip! Have you
ever wanted to cut your own hair or someone else’s, but were afraid to try? Or maybe you've been
cutting hair at home for years but could really use the advice of trained professionals to improve your
technique? This unique book is filled with step-by-step instructions on how to cut styles for men,
women, and children. Every type of hair is covered, too—straight or curly, thin or thick, long and blunt,
or short and layered. Specifically designed for the home hairstylist, all of the cuts are fully illustrated
and presented in easy-to-follow, clear language. It's the book that takes the fear out of haircutting! How
to Cut Your Own Hair includes ten basic cuts with dozens of variations, so you'll find a cut here for
every member of the family. Created by three sisters, two of whom are experienced hairdressers, it
features insider secrets of the pros, such as how to choose the right haircut for your face shape and hair
texture and which tools to use to create the look you want. Each chapter includes tips, informative
sidebars, even quotes from celebrities, hairstylists, and more.
Haircutting for Beginners Tony de Pasqual 2020-05-22 The time has come to learn How to Cut your
Hair at Home! Do you wanto to start to learn Haircutting Basics, how to Cut Men and Women Hair and
how to choose your Cutting Tools? If yes, keep reading! Anyone can do a haircut. All it takes is a
willingness to do so, and a few fundamental instructions. Training is what matters most. After visiting a
beauty salon or barbershop, most people feel as if there's some mystery or key behind it. It is as if
someone swept a magic wand over our faces. All that we know is that we look a little neater and more
well-groomed after a good haircut. All you need is a little training and practice. Secondly, you need to
understand some necessary precautions before cutting your hair. This book is designed to take the
suspense out of Haircutting. This book shows all the fundamentals of Haircutting. You will learn
everything from what resources you need to do a good job. In this book you will learn: Scope and
importance of Haircutting DIY Haircutting the three primary methods from which all cuts and styles are
extracted, Basic terminologies of Haircutting All the important tools for Haircutting Tips and techniques
to use tools Famous hair cuttings methods and step by step techniques All of the above in one single
book. - Haircutting for Beginners by Tony De Pasqual - Grab your copy of this book and become your
own hairstylist!
Cutting Your Family's Hair Gloria Handel 2005 No more bad hair days ever again! Give those you
love the cut they want--plus remedies to keep those tresses healthy and shining. Close-up photos and
detailed instructions teach you how to hold the scissors and comb, the angles at which to snip, and how
to establish guides to the correct lengths. Then comes an array of cuts, with and without bangs, shown
from start to finish: easy-to-care-for trims for children; blunt-cut, wispy, and layered styles in all lengths
for women; and basic short versions for men. As a bonus there are recipes for natural, homemade haircare products.
Professional Services for Men Milady Publishing Company 2006-07-04 Professional Service for Men:
Hair Cutting and Styling provides a comprehensive overview of what you will need to know to provide
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the hair care services your male clientele seek. Specifically, you will learn about facial shapes and head
forms so you can achieve consistent and successful haircutting results. You will review key haircutting
terminology so you and other barbers and stylists will be speaking the same language. You will walk
step-by-step through numerous haircutting techniques such as the fingers-and-shear technique, shearover-comb technique, and arching technique, as well as clipper cutting, razor cutting, and outline
shaving. Finally, you will receive an introduction to hairstyling. In it, you will learn the basics of blowdry styling and finger waving, as well as techniques for styling hair into braids and locks. Professional
Service for Men: Hair Cutting and Styling provides a comprehensive overview of what you will need to
know to provide the hair care services your male clientele seek. Specifically, you will learn about facial
shapes and head forms so you can achieve consistent and successful haircutting results. You will review
key haircutting terminology so you and other barbers and stylists will be speaking the same language.
You will walk step-by-step through numerous haircutting techniques such as the fingers-and-shear
technique, shear-over-comb technique, and arching technique, as well as clipper cutting, razor cutting,
and outline shaving. Finally, you will receive an introduction to hairstyling. In it, you will learn the
basics of blow-dry styling and finger waving, as well as techniques for styling hair into braids and locks.
How to Cut Hair at Home Israel Campbell 2021-04-26 Illustrated Step by Step Guide for Men and
Women to Cut and Style Your Own Hair at Home This easy step-by-step guide will show you exactly how
to cut your own hair at home, or how to cut a friend's hair - even if you've never done it before! Want to
cut your own hair today? With many cuts and styles to choose from as well as key techniques described
in detail, this book gives you an easy step-by-step method to cut your hair like a professional. Don't be
scared! Cutting your hair is actually not very difficult when you have simple instructions to follow.
How to Cut Your Own Hair (Or Anyone Else's!) Marsha Heckman 2008 Provides step-by-step
instructions for fifteen basic hair cuts; discusses face shape and hair texture; and offers styling tips.
Cutting Hair the Vidal Sassoon Way Vidal Sassoon 2013-10-14 This comprehensive manual marks an
important milestone in the Vidal Sassoon success story. For the first time the man who is the
acknowledged master in the world of haircutting and hair care reveals in book form the secrets of the
techniques that have made him famous all over the world. 'Cutting Hair the Vidal Sassoon Way' will
teach you, step-by-step, how the main basic and advanced haircuts are achieved. It is backed by many
photographs which actively demonstrate how to improve your technique and perform the perfect cut.
How to Simply Cut Hair Even Better Laurie Punches 2008-05-16
How to Cut Your Child's Hair at Home Laura DeRosa 1994 Introduces haircutting tools and techniques,
and demonstrates how to cut a girl's, boy's, or baby's hair.
Cutting Hair the Vidal Sassoon Way Vidal Sassoon 1984 This comprehensive manual marks an
important milestone in the Vidal Sassoon success story. For the first time the man who is the
acknowledged master in the world of haircutting and hair care reveals in book form the secrets of the
techniques that have made him famous all over the world. 'Cutting Hair the Vidal Sassoon Way' will
teach you, step-by-step, how the main basic and advanced haircuts are achieved. It is backed by many
photographs which actively demonstrate how to improve your technique and perform the perfect cut.
explains exactly how the main basic and most important haircuts are done step by step extensive use of
photographs
Homemade Haircut and Styling Methods David R Davis 2020-06-24 The best way to avoid
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contracting infectious diseases is by doing essentials yourself; however, haircut and styling pose as one
of the essential things ought to be done at intervals for yourself and family, learning the skills and
technique will help a long way as Haircutting and hairstyling technique can be put into practice at home
You can start practicing from kids, and before you know, you are a professional This book contains tips
guidelines and tools needed to make different haircut and styling, and it also provides special things to
consider before haircut and styling You should exploit this. Get that fantasy haircut. Make it sparkle.
Hair's How Hair's How 2006-07-01 Fabulous collection of 24 best works by the prominent Italian stylist
Maurizio Zangheri with step-by-step technologies for each cut. You will learn easy and modern cutting
ideas about form, texture, shape, movement in layers, soft-edging, texturizing and pointed graduation.
Fashionable images, created by a brilliant creative tandem of Italian stylist Maurizio Zangheri and a
famous photographer Luis Vidal. - Actual cutting technologies from Italian Hairdressing master. - 24
step-by-step hairstyles. - Short, medium and long haircuts. - Women and men styles. Three languages English, Spanish and Russian
Spanish Translated Milady Standard Cosmetology Milady 2015-05-07 Milady has evolved for over
85 years to become what it is today, the cornerstone of beauty and wellness education. We are very
excited and proud to announce the latest edition of Milady Standard Cosmetology, the most commonly
used resource in cosmetology education. For decades since our first textbook published, it has been our
commitment to provide students with the foundation in the principles and skills needed to master the
science and art of cosmetology, and with this latest version that commitment has not waivered. For the
new edition, celebrity stylist Ted Gibson served as Creative Director on the project. The result is a
brilliant new design with over 750 new photos and a gorgeous layout, providing a visually stunning
resource to engage today's learner. We also recruited a team of twelve authors, made up of top
professionals and educators in the industry, to provide the most current information on concepts and
techniques. During our extensive peer review and development process, we were asked for a resource
that placed emphasis on essential content needed for licensure success, and we feel confident that we
delivered. Milady Standard Cosmetology will continue to be a source of education that students can
count on, not only while in school, but throughout their careers. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Haircutting Basics Martha G. Fernandez 1988
The 7 ESSENTIAL HAIRCUTS for WOMEN Nikki Morgan Allen 2022-01-07 Finally, a haircut book
with real haircuts and hairstyles that women actually wear! The 7 ESSENTIAL HAIRCUTS for WOMEN
is the best book available today that not only depicts the hairstyles clients want, but also the critical
haircut it takes to make that style come to life. THE 7 ESSENTIAL HAIRCUTS for WOMEN illustrates
The Oval Haircut, The One Length Haircut, The A-Line Haircut, The Bob Haircut, The Inverted Bob
Haircut, The Bi-Level Haircut and The Pixie Haircut. Each haircut is shown in a full-page front, side and
back view to enable clear communication between the hair client, and the hairstylist.These 7 essential
haircuts are illustrated with 124 variations and is the perfect visual aid to communicate exactly how you
want your haircut. Each haircut is followed by styling options. There are many different ways to style
one haircut, so change it up and have fun with it! And, with 288 illustrations included in this book, you
will see lots of great ideas. Every great haircut starts with a great consultation, now there is a picture of
the haircut you want. The 7 ESSENTIAL HAIRCUTS for WOMEN bridges the gap between hairstylist
and client for a picture-perfect haircut every time!
How to Cut Your Own Hair at Home Jeremy Quad 2020-06-14 Do you want to learn how to cut your
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own hair and look trendy?. Cutting your own hair is easy to learn especially when you have a step-bystep book that can guide you. This well-organized and concise book contains various styles, tips and
tricks with pictorial illustrations to ensure you get it right. Knowing the basic tools required, how to use
these tools effectively and the different techniques to look good with a DIY haircut are very important
especially at this moment in time when there are movement restrictions and closure of shops. In this
book, you will also learn about the following-The tools and techniques required for a good haircut-How
to use a Clipper-Tens of different trendy styles to pick from based on taste and your hair type-Trimming,
Parting and Applying Finishing TouchesHIT THE 'BUY NOW' button to get a copy of this step-by-step
guide.
Haircutting Randy Rick 2003-01-01 Covers international principles of haircutting presented in an
architectural format. Three-dimensional images are used to demonstrate the components of this
disciplined, precise and structured cutting system, progressing from simple to complex skills.
Haircutting For Dummies Jeryl E. Spear 2011-03-10 A little off the top? Want to cut hair but think
you don’t have the talent? If you’ve ever dreamed of becoming a painter, a sculptor, or a home
decorator, you can cut hair. If you love sewing, drawing, or craft projects, you can cut hair. This book is
designed to help you discover your inner artist, easily enhancing your loved one’s hairstyles while
trimming big bucks off your family budget. Haircutting For Dummies is for people who want to cut their
family and friends' hair, as well as those who are entering the field of cosmetology. Cutting hair at home
will allow you to save money, be creative, and do something nice for your loved ones. If you’re looking
to become a licensed stylist, this book will show you how to do simple trims and styles while giving your
own creativity room to roam. You’ll see how to: Prepare men’s and women’s hair for cutting Create
short, mid-length, and long styles Choose and care for your cutting tools Apply advanced haircutting
techniques Seek a career in cutting hair In this easy-to-follow guide, you’ll find step-by-step instructions
for the latest short, medium, and long hairstyles as well as more involved techniques such as notching
and texturing. You get plenty of expert advice in using your tools, following lengths and angles, and
creating show-stopping styles, as well as proven guidance in how to: Cut and style straight, curly, or
kinky hair Give the perfect shampoo Judge the texture, strength, and health of hair Handle bangs,
layers, and sliced hair Use a blow dryer, curling iron, and flat iron Pump up the volume and fight the
frizzies Win your family’s and friends’ haircutting trust Featuring detailed illustrations and model shots,
tips on maintaining your own haircut between salon appointments, and special advice on cutting
children’s hair, Haircutting For Dummies will have you achieving salon- or barbershop-quality results
on all types of hair!
Seven Steps to a Successful Career Lucinda Becker 2016-04-07 Lecturers request your electronic
inspection copy here Are you a student thinking about the next steps in your career or study? Are you
taking an employability module at university or are you just keen to learn more about how to get the job
you want? If you answered yes to any of the above, then this book is for you! Clear, focused and
strategic it is written as a series of FAQs and builds upon real student experiences. Designed to help the
modern student it offers pragmatic, jargon-free advice which will help you to move forward into a
successful job application or career change. Key features of the book include: Advice from current
students, graduates and employers Exercises designed to provide a ‘quick fix’ when faced with
challenges Checklists enabling you to record progress as you move through sections or tasks Practical
steps you can take to sustain momentum as you move through your studies. This is an ideal guide to
making the most of your skills, beating the competition and getting your ideal job! SAGE Study Skills
are essential study guides for students of all levels. From how to write great essays and succeeding at
university, to writing your undergraduate dissertation and doing postgraduate research, SAGE Study
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Skills help you get the best from your time at university. Visit the SAGE Study Skills hub for tips,
resources and videos on study success!
How to Cut Your Own Hair at Home Jeremy Quad 2020-05-19 Haircutting is easy to learn especially
when you have a step-by-step book that can guide you. This well-organized and concise book contains
various styles, tips and tricks with pictorial illustrations to ensure you get it right. Knowing the basic
tools required, how to use these tools effectively and the different techniques to look good with a DIY
haircut are very important especially at this moment in time when there are movement restrictions and
closure of shops. In this book, you will also learn about the following-The tools and techniques required
for a good haircut-How to use a Clipper-Tens of different trendy styles to pick from based on taste and
your hair type-Trimming, Parting and Applying Finishing Touches
How to Cut and Treat Your Hair at Home Robert Moreland 2020-07-05 Do you want to learn to cut your
hair at home? keep reading...This book is written to carve the niche in your hairstyling duties and
enhance every aspect of the art. It has been ostentatiously garnished with easy-to-adhere procedures to
guide you every step of the way. Hairstyling has over time been regarded as a craft ladened with
bespoke ability and proficiency. While this may be factual on face value, on the flip side, however,
haircutting can be done with little or no expertise. This is what this book in its entirety presents and it is
intended to guide you, giving you great value for money.In retrospect, haircutting has been a major
challenge for most men and women to initiate themselves; this book explicitly delves into the
procedures entailed in hairstyling from start to finish. It arms you with authentic techniques and
strategies to cut your hair through its fundamental self-help approach. What this book covers is not just
the nitty-gritty in hairstyling, but also an in-depth assessment of equipment used and the inherent
methods to adopt to give your hair the desired beauty glint.Throughout this book, you would learn to be
versatile with styling tools and the loopholes to avoid when cutting your hair. Various hair terminologies
have also been highlighted in this book and it is a great guide for both beginners and starters in the
hairstyling industry. The Author has gone a great length to design a blueprint that bodes rightly for
neophytes who are keen entreating themselves to a grand look. Take the time out to pick this book up
and enjoy the amazing thrills to cutting your hair.Don't wait anymore, hit the BUY WITH ONE CLICK
button, to get started
Cut Your Own Hair At Home With Ease Barber Cruz 2020-05-18 HOW TO CUT AND STYLE YOUR OWN
HAIR LIKE A PROThe trips to the barber's can be so cumbersome. Not to mention expensive! Especially
for people with short hair, getting cuts regularly really add up. No wonder there's a huge number of
men simply cutting their own hair at home.Are you ready to join them?People who get great results
every time they sit down to cut their own hair do one thing right: They follow a tried-and-tested
roadmap.Sure, you can figure it out as you go ... but are you really willing to take the risk?This guide
will teach you learn how to cut your own hair short at home. It is fully illustrated and gives you just the
right amount of information to avoid the common pitfalls.GET YOURS NOW...to learn how to cut your
hair like a pro...CLICK BUY NOW...
Haircutting Basics Martha G. Fernandez 1988
Home Haircutting Made Easy Consumer Guide 1984 Discusses the fundamentals of haircutting and
explains how to cut and style the hair of men, women, and children
How to Simply Cut Hair Laurie Punches 1989 Even if you have no knowledge or experience of cutting
hair, this book can teach you how to cut just about anyone's hair. This step-by-step haircutting guide
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can be used for all types of hair whether long, short, thick, fine, straight or curly. Fashions and styles
will keep changing, but basic haircutting always stays the same. This book teaches the six basic
haircuts. Haircutting for men and women is identical, the only variable being length and angles.
The Hair Cutting Guide Laura van Kolk 2020-03-19 The hair cutting guide. Learn step by step
haircutting through text, pictures & videos. Basic knowledge of hair, skin and hair cutting materials.
The book also consists of helpful assignments and tutorials including fun facts.
How to Cut Your Hair at Home Ana Lindsey 2020-06-13 Illustrated Step by Step Guide for Men and
Women to Cut and Style Your Own Hair at Home This easy step-by-step guide will show you exactly how
to cut your own hair at home, or how to cut a friend's hair - even if you've never done it before! Want to
cut your own hair today? With many cuts and styles to choose from as well as key techniques described
in detail with helpful pictures, this book gives you an easy step-by-step method to cut your hair like a
professional. Don't be scared! Cutting your hair is actually not very difficult when you have simple
instructions to follow. Here is a preview of what you will learn in this guide: Chapter 1: Getting The
Right Tools Scissors Combs Clippers Miscellaneous tools Chapter 2: Dealing With Split Ends and
Length Trims Getting ready Cutting off split ends Cutting length off your hair Chapter 3: Thinning and
Layering Thinning your hair Layering your hair Layering short hair Chapter 4: Using Hair Clippers The
number system Getting started Haircuts with clippers Clipper maintenance Chapter 5: Cutting Your
Own Bangs Trimming bangs Cutting your own bangs Chapter 6: How To Cut Someone Else's Hair
Getting set up What kind of cuts should you attempt? Tips for cutting a kid's hair Chapter 7: Styling and
Hair Care Tips Must-have styling tools Different style ideas Chapter 8: Top Do's and Dont's Do: Think
twice Do: Use the right tools Do: Be cautious Do: Be patient Don't: Dramatically change your style
Don't: Cut your hair when you're drunk or emotional Don't: Use techniques that don't work for your hair
type Don't: Cut when you can't see And so much more! There is no reason you can't give yourself a
great haircut at home today! Grab this book, follow the pictures and step-by-step instructions, and enjoy
your new style!
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